An Haversian canal "becomes occluded, and the fluid which should pass through, passes around it,?and all of the phenomena, of caries, &c., are produced by this excess of nutrient fluid in the tissue surrounding.
This involves two assumptions, the one a new idea and the other the view we have examined and refuted.
(1.) It implies that each tissue has its amount that passes through regularly in a given time, and if therefore it cannot get through by the usual channels, it must get through by others,, and to do so, it makes up by rapidity, what it has lost in directness of rout. This is rich, and when applied to secretions of saliva bile?milk, &c., gives us a rare physiological explanation of variable action in glands. It implies that the heart propelling the blood, sends amounts through tissues, determined The intensity of action of the cause, and the strength or feebleness of the part determining which condition shall obtain.
We conclude therefore that caries and necrosis are caused by agents acting upon the vital powers of the bone tissue, and that the attendant phenomena are fully explained by the views of Dr. Chambers.
That the''theory of Dr. Beale" is unphilosophical, unphysiological and superficial, and based upon assumptions which are false in fact and do him no credit as a physiologist.
